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Uncitedneaa III-The Importance of

I have written frequently about the

importance of being cited, and about

the significance of being frequently

cited. I have also written, in seriousness

and in jest, about the uncited paper and
the uncited author, and even about the

stratagems some men will use to avoid

the uncited state.1 -4

I have not, however, mentioned an

important type of uncitedness disc ussed

recently by Professor Albert Wollen-

berger of the German Academy of

Sciences in Bedin.5

There is uncitedness and uncitedness

First, there is the uncitedness of the

mediocre, the unintelligible, the irrele-

vant, the eccentric-t hat which leads to

the Index oblivionis.e Second, there is

the uncitedness of the meritorious but

undiscovered or forgotten, the un-

citedness of the “village Miltons” of

scientific research. (I have my doubts
about these. Mendell is too often am

unwarrantedly used in proof of their

dubious existence.)T Finally, there is

the uncitedness that I will here name

Uncitedness III. It is an uncitedness
par excellence, the uncitedness of dis-
tinction that comes to those whose

work has become so well known (and

presumably been previously so heavily

cited) that one finds it at first tedious,
then unnecessary, and finally actually
gauche to cite such men at all.

I have learned, for example, that at

least one article by Professor WoUen-
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berger may be lifting him onto the

plane of .!hscitedness III. The Science

Citation Index @ shows that his 1960

article on a technique for rapid cool-
ing of large tissue Scctionss has been,

cited with increasing frequency since it

was published: respectively 5, 9, 9, 18,

23, 21, 28,30,37, 49, 46, and 54 times
in the years 1961 through 1972. Since

the “average” article is most heavily

cited in the two years following pub

lication, and since the “average” cited

article is cited only 1.7times per year,g
there is obviously something unaverage

about this article. Despite this impres-
sive citation record, I suspect that the

article is now more often cited implicit-

ly than explicitly.

An explicit citation ends up in a

footnote or reference and gives author,

title, journal, volume, page, and year.

An impilcit citation, made by incom-

plete, casual, or mere last-name refer-
ence in the text, indicates that the au-
thor assumes the reader will know that

the theory, the method, or the tech-

nique referred to is part of their com-
mon working knowledge and need not

be explained or verified. Thus, this
article is probably much Ie ss explickly

cited than it could be because people

now refer simply to the “Wollenberger

technique, ” or may casually mention
the -“use

The road

difficulty

,
of quick-frozen sections.”

to UncitecIness 111 varies in
from discipline to discipline.
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It is claimed that biomedical research

workers are comparatively relentless

in their explicit citation of methods.

presumably their physical-sciences col-

leagues are much more relaxed about
the matter, Thus, one might conclude
that it is easier for a physicist to achieve

Uncitedness III than for a biologist.

Further, a detice wiU probably get you

quicker to Uncitedness III than a

method. However, the chemical litera-

ture abounds with reaction mechanisms

and methods of synthesis that are no

longer explicitly cited, so the assump

tion warrants careful appraisal.

Implicit citations undoubtedly occur
with equal frequency in the case of any
highly cited article or book, especiaUy
where methods are involved. I doubt

that this phenomenon should cause

concern when using citation data to

forecast Nobel Prizes.1 O Uncitedness Ill

applies primarily to people who are

already so heavily cited that their

eminence is universally appreciated by
their peers. However, to the extent

that citation analysis is used as a con-
tinuing measure of certain types of

scientific activity, the implicit citation

practice is unfortunate. The extent to

which people use quick-frozen sections

may not be accurately reflected there-

bY, However! a year-by-year analysis
of such citation frequency might show

us the “decay” rate of explicit citation
from which one might conclude in-

versely that the method was in fact

being used more but cited less. All this

is interesting theory but the case of the

Lowry methodl 1 seems to disprove it,

and I suspect that one might fmd that

as an important method is increasingly

cited explicitly it is being cited im-

plicitly on an exponentially larger scale!
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